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These two both said yes to meeting again after their unusual first date on the Italian show Awkward. At its heart are funny, adorable
and sometimes awkward connections," reports The Sun. But when I saw Britt my nerves disappeared. The show has been described
as 'social experiment' accelerating the getting to know you process of fledgling relationships The show has already been a success in
Italy where some contestants have been keen to embrace their date and share a passionate kiss. I liked the idea of being matched with
someone you had things in common with. Nico said: 'I am taking part for the obvious reason, I am looking to find someone and this is a
different way of finding someone. It helps datig new dating show undressed our international editorial team, from war correspondents
to investigative reporters, commentators to critics. We've noticed that you are using an ad blocker. The other pair looking for love
sbow the first episode are Nico, udressed, an underwater cinematographer from North London, and Ruby, a 25-year-old writer from
St Albans. Shlw said she has 'date phobia' and thought this extreme first date shos cure her fear During the date the couples like Lauren
and Sam have to share a bed in their underwear and answer questions such as 'have you ever had your heartbroken' as they get to
undresssd one another They can demonstrate the latter if they feel attracted to their date, or do other tasks set for them, such as giving
a massage, to rapidly get to know one another. After the 30 minutes the couples decide whether to continue the date or leave the
room. A giant 'yes' or 'no' is then flashed on the screen in front of them so any rejection can't be shied away from. Called Undressed,
the matched up couples must strip one another to their underwear on their first meeting and whow jump into bed together. Here's a
couple from the Italian version hitting it off. The singletons in search of their soulmate then spend 30 minutes together facing a
supersized screen which will pose probing questions such as 'have you ever had your unrdessed broken. Singleton strangers that
undress each other on a first date. I was definitely attracted to her. I forgot I was just new dating show undressed my underwear. These
two both said yes to meeting again after their unusual first date on the Italian show Awkward! Here's a couple from the Italian version
hitting it off. I forgot I was just in my underwear. As a nation that has enjoyed dating shows such as First Dates, Take Me Out and The
Bachelor, Undressed will dafing the boundaries with its licentious nature. After an agonising wait, Brittany and Ash learned the feeling
was mutual.
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